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It is abost 18 mo:lths since'the discovery of the first ,@ particle 

at S?M1 and at l.23. 2 E~rir,g this tine, the e+e- colliding-beam 

experinients have found a huge mount of new informtion on this new 

layer of hadron stmctu?e: nice states with widths ranging fron tens of 

keV to many X2Y, the principal decay mdes and quatum nmbers of soae 

of the states, limits on charmed-particle productio?, pe events, etc. 

Tlncre is too much to review in a single talk, so I shall limit n?jr di&- 

cussion to the new str,tes , the total hadron cross section, and the lie 

events. The work that I shall discx~s has been dor,e by the SUC/L% 

magnetic detector group at the SZ.!3 e ' - storage ring of the Stanford e 

Linear Accelerator Center. 

II. APpPlxtAms 

The apparatus consists of two parts: the storage ring and the 

detector. 31ch Icore than at conventional accelerator, the machine itself 

is coupled to the apparatius, md the properties of the nsc~hine are 

intimately connected to the resolution of the detector. The Z?2.!J3 ring3 

55 a s*gle ring in wht.ch one b~.uch of electrons ax? 0~2 bench of 

- . 
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The electron end positron bunches in the ring are quite szall, having 

a size (gaussian standard deviation in x,y,z) of about 0.1 cm x 0.01 cm x 5 cm. 

The’short%nch length gives about an 0.2~nsec collision time, providing a 

well-defined start signal for time-of-flight particle identification 

systems. The energy spread in the be= is proportional to the (beam energy)2 

with o(E*) = 0.8 XeV at 3 GeV. 

An exploded view of the SLAC/lBL magnetic detector is shown in 

Fig. 1. It is a large solenoid nagnet with a coil about 3 meters in 

diameter and about 3-m long. The coil is coaxial with ‘the beam direction, 

+- and the e e collision point is at the center of the magnet. The magnetic 

field is about 4 Hlogauss. 

Eigure 2 is a view along the tis of the ‘solenoid at the center of the coil, 

Tlhe beam.direction.is perpendicular to the plane of the figure. -4 particle pro- 

aced: in.an. e+e-’ interaction as it travelled out from the collision point woulcj en- 

cpunter the 0;15xm stainless steel vaculum chamber; 2-3 rnnn thick cylindrical 

sni.ntillation counters :. i~o cylindrical proportional chambers (not shown in the 

E&re);~ 4 cylindrica1 ir agnetostrictive spark chambers, each with 4 planes having 

w~esa~&??‘and~~4o withrespectto the EieHdirection; one of 48 2.5-cm t;iick 

scintil?ators used in the trigger system and in a time-of-flight system for particle 

iSentificat.ion;~ the one-radiation-length i$ick aluminum magnet coil; one of 24 Pb- 

scintilator shower counters used for electron and photon identification; the 20- 

urnMi;cksteel return yoke of the magnet; and finally 2 layers of magnetostrictive 

spark. chambers used for muon identification. 
TV-e mnmonfr~m rn~nl~+;nn for a charged par’dcle is I-..*-*.,.*-YI Y”Y*L.YL”I* L &m-tit 270 X P (&V/‘Cj at 

so”:. The trigger soGd angle is about G. 65x lir (50’ < 8 < 130’)) while the solid 

an+ over which particles can he tracked is snmc-qdtit larger (0, 75 x &). The . 

trigger requires 22 cfiarged particies in tie trigger solid angie. 

The time-of-flight syste& is capable of separating r from K (30) up to about 

600 MeV/c, and R from p up to about 1.1 GeV/c. The shoil:er counters have a 

fractional energy resolution for electrons or photons of about 25% (3) at 1 &V. 

The apparatus is large and so is the grou p il.:liich built it and has done these ’ 

* experiments. The group is a ccilaboration of SLr?,C and I,BL physicists who have 

211 \vor!;cd hard on d+;i‘foroi>t fnccts ol' th+ I apparatus and tile analysis. Their 

names are listnd in EJef. 4. 
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Electron-positron annihilatiGE takes place in the state witn the 

quantuci?nunbers of one photon, Jpc = I--, strangeness, baryon number 

end charge all equal to zero. Any particle coupled to the photon with these 

quantum num3ers can be observed as an etiancement in the total annihilation 

+- 
cross section when the energy in the e e system equals the mass of the 

state. The state is detected, of course, by observing its decay products. 

Figure 3 shows the total observed hadron production cross section as a 

function of eneru. The only features that stand out when the data are plotted on 

,thie scale are enormous peaks at the mass of the 7$(3.1)‘[+(3.1) = Gland $43.7) 

Ie(3.7) s z,vJ‘ w ‘c were discovered last November. The peak cross section -h h 

observed is not the true peak cross section for the + and 9’ have widths much 
+- 

narrower than the energ spread of the e e system: 

Equation (1) gives the rough relation between the observed and true peak heights 

for a resonance v.ith a width IP I which is XXI& narrower than the eileru spread 

AZ in the beams. 
-y , 

The energy sprsad in the beaus is determined by quanti fluctuations 

in synchrotron radiation and by the interaction of the circulating be= 

tith the electromagnetic fields generated by their psssags through the 

vacuum chamber. TMs ener,qy spread depends on the cwTent in each hem 

and cannot be absoiutoiy determined rith any great precision. The 

obgemed area -i.&ei= +,& zreit-‘;J” --y-- L...2....T13.- an-a nnf an?u.nii q$LCS r~six-Ei.z-~c2, I,““ti” &.a , YY”” &.” ” -c r-‘-- 

on the energy spread in the beaus, end this is the metnod we used to 

‘al2 
re fi Bii = -(2J++--- 

p12 P ' 
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thomma aown from the widths we might expect of normal hadron resonances 

of thnse masses. 

- In the width analysis we assumed that both ps have Jpc = I--, 

which are the quantum numbers of the one-photon intermediate state presumed 

to be involvod in )If production. Chile this is-the most likely assign- 

ment, others are possible, and, indeed, in the early days after the discovery 

of these psrticles, other quantum numbers were considered. The PC assign- 

ment can be checked experimentally by looE.ng at the interference of the 

resonance with the non-resonant quaztum-electrodynamic production of muon 

pairs. Only a I.- state gives en effect on the rate. .4 1 +- state, for 

example, would give no effect on tne rate but would generate a front/back 

assymmetry that chped sign as one passed thro-ugh the resonance. 

Figure 4 shows the ratio of bkpair production to Bhabha scattering 

as the storage-ring beam energy is varied through the resonance, The Bhabha 

scattering is doninated by t-channel exchange end interference effects wculd 

be ve,ry sm3.l. The data for both p and j.@' show a destructive interfer- 

enco below the rescnmce an:', an enhancement above the resonance as expected 

for a l"- state. Figure 5 shows the front/back asymmetry f(F - B)/(F + E)] 

p3yiig t~zo.tig>, L-L- -_-_-_ -, cI^ IriPs lczi VLlu.LCC . rnLc-,, . IA;~~J.'L~ 1S li0 Si@ Gf ZIIY ;r;t&,,,,,,,, effCCt %.C~w.~h~~ 

in either Y or )v', and we can conclude that any axial vector contributicn 

is very small. 

Table II shobs the decay branching fractions to various finai sfates 

of the p as measured by the SUC/L3L group. &most all of the resuits 

in this table come from data taken before September 19'75. Only the -pf; 

and pFi); branchir!! fractions include any analysis of the new data. The 

relative strengths Of various decay c‘hannels can be used to determine 

whether tiie )9 rozpects a quantum n~zz5ar that k'e 1.n~ to be g00a only ix 

strong intaractions: that of G-parity. The .amlysis is cGap:icaizd by the 

second-order electromagztic decay of the jP. that produces the eta-, p+@-, 

and part of the tadmn final states! for this electrcizagnetic production of 
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hadrons in p decay is not expected to respect the G-parity quantum number. 

This elactronagnetic hadron prOduCtiGn, however, will produce the same 

ratio of hadrons to bbpairs Gn the 9 resGnance as off the v resonance 

(*@A photon's a photon for all that"). If G-parity-is a good quantum 

number, however, the direct pion decay modes of the p will produce 

more of an odd n3mbcr or an even number Of pions, depending Gn the G-parity. 

In Fig. 6 the ratio of the ratio of hadron to ppair production on 

resonance to the same ratio off-resonance is plotted vs the number of pions 
A- 

in the final state. We see that it is unity for the 4- and 6-pion final 

states, and much gredter than unity for the 3-, 5-, and 7-pion final states. 

This indicates that the 4- and O--pica final stat@3 are consistent with the 

second-order electromagnetic decay to hadrons, and that the direct hadronic 

decays of the p go preferentially to G = -1 states. Since the p 

obeys a strong-interaction selection rule, we not only get the Fparitjr 

but can conclude that the .$J is most probably a hadron, and can tiien 

detenline its isotopic spin by looking at various other decay modes. For 

example, the AT - aecay mode w~'uld indicate an I spin = 0, as WGUid the 

obr-emati 0'1 kb3.t in the .I ha . .- p ii decay mode all ckrged states of the jJ are 

equally probable. 7 

Much less is known about the d ' decays in spite of there being 

considerably more q ' 
2; / 

events to work with in our data sample than $J 

events. The 9 ' has much smaller SranciCng fractions to states that are 

.__. -. easily ibe:l%.Tl,Od rly the siAc/iIxl 
.;,*/ 

magnetic detector than does tne p" . 

The =cz.;ed -r\rn.>nhiwn C.ws.+iemo ars Y--b‘a.--‘LFj &AL._ I&v*.., given in Table III. The principal 

decay mode is p* + pm. The ratio of X+X- to TS~X' in Tunis decay mode 

is 2:1, indicating that the v ' also has I = 0 snd G = -1. The branching 

fraction to the state )I‘ ("' ~10) is included here for comparison and wiii be 

d.iscussed later on. 

There has been much diacucsinn of the so-called %issing" decay 
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define W&sing." The total width of the p ' is 225 keV. The decays to 

-P+ X, pTg, e+e-, y X, and the second-order eieciromagnetic decays to 

hadrons, account for 154 + 19 keV of this total, leaving 71~ 19 for 

other channels. This remainder is close to the hadronic width of the p, 

so that one might assume that the " p -like" hadrordc decay modes of the 

V’ account for the rest. Ye can check this assumption by comparing one 

of the measured hadronic channels in both the y and the p '. The 

largest single hadronic channel of the p is the 4~ + X* mode which has a 

r of 2.5 2 0.6 key. In the & ' this mode has a r of 0.8 2 0.3 keV. 

If this mode is used as a monitor for the " p-like" hadronic decays of the 

Y”I, ere can scale tfie observed 

width of the v ' as folloius: 

rs to determine the total p-like hadronic 

Using this scaiin- &, we fj& that r( $ I -+ hadrons R y-likee('j $Z 15 ke7, 

and the part of the width unaccounted for is 

Iv. TH'Z SUJXH FOR OTiE3 XAzERCY STATES 

We have now wmpletcd a search for oth,, 07 mrrov resonances over alziost 

all cf the mass region accessible to SFZ.!!. 8 
The technique used is slorrly to 
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sweep the energy of the ring and look fo- 7- enhancements in the yield of 

-hadTom. Jn practice, the ring enera is held constant for a minute or 

two w,hile data are taken. The ec and e- beam energies are then increased 
; t. 

by about 1 MeV each, and data are taken again for one-two minutes, etc. 
!' i 

The data are analyzed by the&AC 370/168 computer system in real 'time 
k 

and the cross section for one step is sent back to us while the machine energy 

is being changed to the next step. This technique is most sensitive to 

narrow resonances. 

Figo.re 7 shows the result of the scan from the 9 mass to 7.7 GeV. 

The only statistically significent structure seen is the v ' at 3.7 GeV 

(thLs techtique was used to find the $' I). The sensitivity of the scan 

depends on tne width of a resonance and on its mass for the energy spread 

in the electron-positron system depends cn the beam energy; The limit on 

the area of a resonance less than about lo-20 NeV wide (9@ confidence) 

. - is given ~23 a function of the pesonac* mass In Table IV. (For cczssri.soni 

the area under the )!! is about lo4 nb-KeV.) These xmits incrcas, as the 

width increases above lo-20 PIeV, and other techniques are better used to 

search for stites wider than about 23--s MeV. As we shall see, states of 

width m-60 EeV exist with areaa lcsa than the limits of Table N, and this 

search will therefore have to be redone with increased sersitivity. 

Becentiy, * LedeZ-wtn h?Ei tiSCuS5ed at the r;l,v I.Cn aLvdA_ lfi7L: hTw.7 VnrL meettig of 

the AIDS, and the Columbia-FNAL-Stonybrook group has issued a preprintY on, 

p+Be ---+ e++e-+X, (5) 

where the e- and ef iiere detected in *do magnetic spcctrometer3 using lead 

Gk glass to identify the e . They fourA 12 events clustered wittin their 

resolution ("150 XeV lM34) at a mass of 5.97, and estimated the &&ground 

to be 3 or 4 events in this regn:on. The gyoug state3 that t&tic? Ge& on ti-xis 

jeiq a statistical fluct-aticn arc Ltx7~t 1~50. 
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ve have made a high-statistics scan of this region with the SL.AC/LBL 

magnetic detector at SPFAX. Because the absolute mass calibrations in 
SI 

different laboratories are difficult to trarifer, we widened the search 

region to cover the mass range from 5.7 to about 6.1 GeV. MO significant 

enhancement of hadron production was found in this retion, end the gC$+ 

confidence up-,ar ltits on the area and electronic partial width of any 

such state are 

s CT dE < 40 nb-IceV, (6d 

r(e+*') < 75 eV . I b) 

These limits are for a narrow state less than abcut 20 MeV wide. The 

analysis to deter-z&e the Emits on wider states is in progress. Xote that 

this state ccl?not be wider than aboat iC0 KeV and still be consistent with 

the observation of the C!I"s g&rou~ that all events were within their resolution. 

For comparison, the p has an area of lo4 nb-EeV and a r(e+e') 

of 4.8 keV. We can conclude that if this possible state at 6 GeV‘be a l- 

state, the coupiirs to the efe- SjZt&Ei iS XlCrcSiO=lSl~ SZBll. Alternatively, 

it might have quantum numbers different from I-. 

Figure 8 shows the total. cross section for hadron production 

excluding the gis, azd after raaiativn corrections, yhq error= &,sy$+x z.i^e 

statisticai with about a l@ systematic uncertainty added in quadrature. 

In addition, there is an overall ncrmmlization uncertaint;r of about I&? 

and ?here can be a fur'cner smoo+;h variation in the relative CTOSS sections 

from the lowest to the highest ener,9 of about 15$ (from slow model-dependent 

changes in the detection efficiency). The cress section, except for the 

re,-ion around jt GeV, shows a smooth decrease from ahout -39 nb at 3 GeV to 

about 7.5 nb at 7.8 Ge'?. The region aro~d $ Cc:.' sficm a complex .structiWe. 
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The more familiar ratio R of tie total hadron cross section to the 

ppair production cross section is shown in Fig. 9. The ratio R shows two 
CI 

plateau regions: one vhere Re2.5 below 3.8 GeV, and the second above 5 GeV 

where RS5.2. In the region around 4 GeV there is a complex structure 

with multiple peaks that is‘undoubtediy related somehow to the transition 

between the two plateau levels. 

This transition region is shorn in more detail in Fig. 10. The open 

circles are our previous data, 10 while the black points are more recent 

data (as of the Lepton-Thoton Conference in Auggt 1975). The new data 

give quite a different impression from the old. What was a single broad 

resonance at 4.15 GeV no'n~ seems to have a narrower compansion at 4.4 GeV 

and shows signs of more structure at 3.35.GeV. 

Me have taken further data inthis regicn recently, and the results 

are shown on a more expanded scale in ?i.g. 11. Khat might have been a 

statistical fluctuation at 3 $95 GeV before is CC-J clearly seen to be some 

kind of a state , and the 4.4-GeV resonance is confirmed. There may be 3 -t ill 

more structure in this region, and considerably more data will be required 

to settle the question. 

The widths and areas of the states in this region are very difficult 

to obtain quantitatively. There are three reasons for the difficulty. Fimt, 

all of tlhis ragid cross-section variation is tckkg 21ace ir? a single 

22 angular-nozej-r,t chamei, fhe J I 1- state. m' irie resorzcices =a7 inter- 

fere with each other. Second, the transition between the lo\+energy and 

high-enerpv plateau regions indicates that new channels are opening in 

this region. It is well known that threshold effects can badly distort the 

shape of a classical. 3reit-Signer line. Third, the shape of "background" 

in the transition region.is not ~11 knoll. The separation of the czoss 

section into "background" and "resnncnce" contributions is difficult, and 

line shapes can be furt.her complicated by interference with the background. 
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The masses, b6dths, areas, and couplings to the e+e- system of the l- sta,te; are 

summarized in Table Vi The properties of $' and #" are well determined, 

but the-widths and areas of the other three states are uncertain by 50$. 

In particular, I have assumed tiiat the 4.1-GeV region is a single state, 

which is by no means sure: Yhat is clear is that a least five l- states 

exist, and that the zidths of the three states above the beginning of 

the transition region in R are about 1000 times wider than those of the 

two belov that transition region. 

In the next few months, we will go over this'region with smaller 

energy steps and better statistics to determine if still more states exist. 

A study of Fig. 9 will convince you tha t there is no large energy span 

sufficiently well mapRed to exclude either more 20-50 MeV wide states 

like tine 4.4, or even more small, very narrow ones. 

In addition to the ti JC = I-- states described above, at least four 

other states, all with C = tl, have been found in decays via one-photon 

emission from the l/(3.7) or p(3.1). Three of these states with masses 

between s" sd y'l have been seen at SWAR by the STLAC/BL group. 11,12 

One of these three states has also been seen by the DASP group, 13 and in 

by the DASP group snd the DFfl-Reidelberg group.l' In ihis section, i shhll 

The first published attempt to observe monochromatic y-ray lines 

emitted in {d ' dec2y to other p ossible narrow states was by the Hofstadter 

tvOUP 
15 vorkin,c 2% SPZAE. %ing large NaI crystals, they set an upper 9 

limit of $Z>& (depending on the 'y energy) on the branching fraction of 

the p ' to a y-ray and a narrcy state. The SLAC,~'LRL group has extended 
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this search by using the SPEAR magnetic detector as a kind of pair spectrometer. 

Photons produced at the interaction point can convert in the beem pip 

(0.011 rzdiation length), one of the t;k'o trigger counters around the beam 

pipe (0.016 radiation length each), or in one of the C&o multi-tire 

proportional chambers around ths trigger counters (0.004 radiation length 

each). The minimum transverse momentum of a particle to allow successful 

tracking in the chambers is 55 KeV/c, and both members of a pair must be 

seen for the y-ray to be identified. The detection efficiency is complicated, 

for it depends on the number of other particles in the final state. For 

example, given two charged particles that trigger the apparatus, a photon 

can be detected if it conve9" w any-tihere up to the last proportionai 

chamber, and in this case the Y-ray detection efficiency arises rapidly 

frcm zero at pT = 110 XeV/c. If the members of the pair must trigger the 

detector, the photon must convert before the last trigger counter, and 

the mini~un detect.abSlc pSn for a photcn in this case is 200 I"iell/c.- The i 

detection efficiency is shown in 1-g. 12. The v-ray energy resolution 

in this method is a-bout 8 KeV(o) at A photon energy of 200 WeV. 

Figues 1% and 13b show the y-ray spectra observed in pt and $' 

decay, respectively. A clear peak consistent witah tke reaolutior: is seen 

in p ' data , and t;his peak corresponds to a state x with a rest mass 

of 3.41 GPV. NC strong peaks are obcer.ed in the y -decay data . xote _ 

tiint other a bJ ‘t7.2 AL-I -.- seen iu y 5 decay ai discussed laker, Would have 2 

y-ray trasition energy lower than that of the 3.41-GeV state and would lie 

on the rapidly-- barying region of the detection efficiency. and would be hard 

to see. The branching fraction of the )L:' to x( 3.41) is 

idhex the two umbers ccrrcspond to an isotropic or (1 + cob26) angular 

distribution cf the photon; vhich of these two angular distributions is 

appropriate depc"Ls on the quantum numbers of the two states. There is too 



much background under the y-ray peak in the inclusive spectruru to allow 

a direct experimental determination of the angular distribution. 

The 9$ confidence upper limit for a y-ray of energy corresponding 

to the transition to the 3.41-GeV state is given in Ref. 15 as 6%. This 

f upper limit is below ow measured branching fraction and so is not con- CI 

sistent with our results. The limit of Ref. 15, however, depends on the 

mean no multipl$city assumed in the y’ decay. The 6% limit corresponds 

to an assumed mean no multiplicity of 2. The authors state thai a higher 

mean no multiplicity would raise their limit: a mean 71’ multiplicity of 

3, for example, increases it by 3%. U5ing a mean X0 multiplicity of 3, 

therefore, the limits of Ref. 15 would not be inconsistent with our data. 

The data taken at the v can give an upper limit on its branching .a 

fraction to decay by y-emission to the state X(2.8) found by the DEX 

,B;roups l 
The gC$ confidence upper Zmit on this branching fraction is 

rw-*y+xw-T F-All) < ‘78. 

. - The SLAC/LDL and the DASP groups looked not only for the y-ray lines but also 
1 
t i for the decay products of the intermediate state, which allows a more 

6 sensitive search. Data on L’ne first state were presented by D.ASP, who 

named it P 13 
C’ The SIlkC/LDL group has published the results of our #ark 

on this state, which has a higher statistical accuracy. 12 Our experiment 

studies the decay 

e+ i e- -*p++p-‘X , 

where the ener_q of the e’-e- system is equal to tile $1 mass, The p-meson mo’- 

menta are measured in the magnetic detector and. the invariant mass -of the p+p- 

system is determtied. A large fraction of Lhe &muons have the mass of the $ 

and these events include such decay.modes as 
\ 

(lob) 
(104 
( 1Od 
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We look for the decay mode (IO&y three different methods. In the first, 

_ both y-rays are detected us& * c the shon't?r coun+&rs in the magnetic detectors. 

This prove&he c,tistcncc of ‘he decay mode but. does not have very good ~I~SS 

resolution. AlSO, the efficiency C3icul3tiOXS are sufficiently complicated that it 

is difficult to determine an accurate branching k&ion. In the second method, 

mr e?e--pair is detected coming’from the conversion of one of the two j-rays in 

t&i&am pipe or the first trigger counters. This gives a very good energy reso- 

l&ion and hence a more accurate mass of the intermediate state. The statistix:l 
aocuracy is-low,. however. In the third method; no y-ray is detected. The mis- 

sing.mass distribution recoilin, u against the dimuon system is measured and cor- 

raoted’for processes such 2s those in Eq. (lO@)and (10~) .This method gives the 

,tie.strbranching fraction. 
&--the first method, the y-rays are detected by the shovrer counters that lie 

iti:a.chcle of -l.b-meter radius just outside the aluminum coii of the magnet. 

ma-y-ray position in the counter is determined to an accuracy of 20 cm (Q) 

feem the relative pulse heights measured at each end of the counter and the known 

o@Ieal: attenuation length along the counter. From the measurement of the ,U mo- 

mentum. and.the y-ray directions, a 2C fit can be made. Figure 3.5 shows the 
r.auiiing mass distr&titis\ns of the +y system. TWO soliltiol>s exist for qach 

event; for one does not know a priori which y- ray comes from the decay of the 

ititerme~diiate state. The two peaks in +he graph come from this ambiguity and do 

n&indicate the exis’;ence of two states.. The solidcurve shows the distribution 

expccted‘fro.-oma sing!e narrow state with a mass of roughiy 3.5 or 3.27 GeV. 

me=ddbtted curve shows the expected contribution from the 2~’ decay mode of the 

$q’to: the 9 where only two of the four ^J-~ ways from ~~~ decay are detected. The 
&&e&curve shows the expected mass distribution if two photons are emitted by 
&s- g”.2JsI.1 I .,ll ,- . _ +-*:I- tad qccording to invariant phase space with no narrow state present. 

Xi&ire 15 d3moLLoi n-‘rzt~s ?.jjp &steniy 0: at i-&t& one a’&te with a, IT,ZSS of 

Z,~ar3..2~ GeV.. The width is consistent with the resolution, which for this 
meir;od.is 3boci; 80 zylev f-Jj--,:;idcy h-,jf-m~&:lu-: .TXXLI? \* * * ---’ I. .me state et 

3.4: c;e‘v’ U”Gb.7 1,“U AL&IV,. J-n” -nf ~hnw un ctrnnalr: in this decay mode. ..%A* . “... -^-3-J . .- 

Figure 16 show 7s the @ mass when one of the two *y-rays converts in the beam 

pipe or first counter. The resolution is much improved (30 MeV FWHM), The 
events cluster around a mass of 3.5 or 3.28 GeV. 

Figure 17 shows the missinz mass spectrum recoiling against the z/ (unshaded). 
The shaded region s hows tile distrS]ution after subtracting half of the acceptance- 

corrected mass disiribution from the reaction (lOa). Tiiis removes the r” contri- 
bution to the spectrum from (l@)for the 3’ has I spin= 0. This can be done accur- 

ate l,- *> r >l. t1, IC#L . ..*c Em:'c' -7 "c2pt~!nc? 0: lit;*? rractions . ‘A ..L ! n) m,~ (1%) are identical. Tha 

da&cd line in the figure she\:-s the contribution of the direct radiative [I-pair 

i 

c 
/-’ 
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production 
f- ee -&L-y . (11) 

_ ‘Jilhe peak at -0-3 GeV2 is frcm the decay 3’ --CT/$. 
-c, 

After subtracting 2x-O contribution, the radiative contribution, and cutting out t;he 

region of tie 77 ) we find 

i !’ 

i:! _- 

I 

The Hofstadter group’s limit on monoc-hrorzatic y-rays of an energy 

corresponding to transition from p ’ to PC is @ ($ with the higher -ir* 

multiplicily) . TM3 result, together with our measureoent of the caxade -j 

branching fraction, can give a lower bound to the fraction of P C decays that 

go to the );/ by y-emission. This bollnd is 

rcr, --3 y + jQ> 

-F(?, - -3 all) 

where the cuxbezz in parentheses correspond to the Hofstadter ltits %zith a 

(13) 

We have also observed states tviL?x masses betiveen those of the #’ and the $ 

bg ohsertirg tie hadronic decay modes of these intermedialz states I.1 as follows: 

The one-constraint fitted mass distributions of the hadronic systems of reaction (14) 

are shoJvn in Fig. 18. The shaded regions show those events consistent wiih 

the direct decay ol^ tie $I’ into charjicd particles Witi1 no y-ray (&constraint fits). 

The &sion mass distribution of Fig. lea shows two distinct peaks, one at 3.41 

GeV with the F’I\;I141 of -29 9eV, consistent with our resolution, and the other 
at 3.53 GeV, mith the FWIIX of -60 Ii\IeV, x%ich is considerably broader than our 
resolution. The peaks in the 6-pion and mKK mass distributions tend to 

confirm the 4-pion results. There are insufficient data in these channels 

to prove independently the existence of two states. 
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The ma or YX distribution of Fig. l&A shovs only one peak at a mass of 

3.41 Ge7 corresponding to the lower cf the two peaks in the 4-pion distribution. 

Because 07this decay mcde, this state must have natural spin-parity as well 

as even charge conjugation, i,e., PC = o++, 2*, . . . . 

Table VI gives our measurements of the product brakhing fractions of 

the intermediate states for decay by a particular mode. Each of these 

branching fractions is the product of the branching fraction of v ' decay 

to that state times the branchio, w fraction of the state to a particular mode. 

Recently, the group has improved the mass resolution of the detector 

by including in the analysis programs more accurate magnetic-field maps, 

better alignBent data, etc. The result is that the broad 3.53-GeV state 

as seen in the 4~ decay mode seems to separate into two states: one at about 

3.50 GeV and the other at about 3.55 GeV. This analysis does not yet include 

the recent data. 

We cazz conclude from the experimental evidence that at least three 

states exist with a mass between that of the p ' and the *p. Two of 

these states are the narrow states 1(?410) and Pc(ZEiOO) or (3270) wi-th 

observed widths consistent -tith oili: resolution. A third state is the '$ (35-s), 

with an observed width larger than the experimental resolution. It is 

tempting to suppose t'flab c three narrow states exist and that the broad 

">c(35"$) seen in the charged particle decay modes is actually two unres0l~ed 

p?>duction i?rancEng _ t‘raciion of bo-lh (35:;ii;) and (3553) to 3~'s would then 

be about the same, while the vv branching fraction of (T500) would be 

much greater than Sat of the t-550). This question cannot be settled until 

the recent data are completely anaiysed. 
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We have not observed the state X reported by the DASP and DESY-Heidelberg 

collaborations. 0~ limit on the total. branching fraction of $' to X by 

y-emission given earlier is less than ?$. The DASP and DESY-Heidelberg 

groups report the observation of this state thrpugh the decay y+ y + X, 

x-+y+y. The SPSIR magnetic detect6 r has an extremely low trigger 

efficiency for a 3y final state, and so it is not possible for us to study 

this decay mode. 

The DASP group also reported a decay of X -+ p5 with a product branchina 

fraction of +1.5 x 10 -4 . We have searched for this mdde and have not found 

it, With a product branching fraction of 1.5 x 10 -4 , we should have seen 15 

events in the detector, with a p and7 of invariant mass corresponding to 

the X, md tiith a missing rmass of zero correspondir< to the y-ray from the 

y -9 X traz3ition. %e ha-<e no events i11 this region, and get a ?C$ confidence 

limit of 

Some models would make the p ' decay to X via tine emission of an w a 

strong transition. We have looked for t:his transition by searching for 

n+?C* with an invariant mass equal to the w mass (1.s decay mode of the w) 

and with the proper momentum to correspond to the p ' + w + X decay. iit 

the saw3 :;hF -we searched for 'he &cays , & ? -+wt7$' and p -+w+ 7= 
We have not found any of these transitions, and our limits (gC$ confidence) are 



for these states are consistent with those expected for the bound states of two 

heavy fermion; There may be some problems for the Charm-Quark model with 

the high-mass X-- states as far as their widths are concerned, and there will be 

serious problems if the 4. T GeV state is split into further substates. The most 
serious problem with the Charm-Quark model i.s the lack of success so far of the 

experiments that are specifically hunting for charmed mesons 
16 or baryons. 

Giv.en the. amount of effort now going into this search, such particles should be 

fo.und.within.a year, if they exist at all. 

: 

VII. p-c EVENTS 

As pou.have all heard by now, the SLAC/LBL group has found what we call 

“anomalous p-e events” in the data we have taken at SPEAR. Our first results 
17 have been published, and a more detailed review of these data by hII. Per1 will 

be published shortly in the proceedings o f the 1975 SLAC %m.mer Institute on 

Earticle. Physics. There are many possibilities for the origin of these events. 
ARof’thc hypctheses have in common the proiluctioii of a pair of particles, each 

with an additive conserved quantum number lvhich is zero for the e’e- system. 

Eframples are. the-production and’decay of a pair of new heavy I&-tons or perhaps - 

ofaboson pair with a quankun number suds as Charm. Before speculating’fur- 

there on the origin of these events: I‘shall revie7.v the event selection criteria and 

the- methods of data analysis.. 

We-have. 86 such events (as of September, 1975), of which about 25% are 

backgToi.md. All &h%-, L LDc events iire se!ec,e, il ,- + a c-c- the sample of dafta which has 

oL21y. two. charged partic!,, a= visible in the detector with any nu-mber of neutrals 

visible in the detector shower counters, and with any number of charged particles 

or neutrais escaping out of the ends of the detector. The largest single data sam- 

ple is that at E* =4.8 GeV, and I shall use this sample to illustrate the analysis 

procedure. 

The 4.8 GeV data set contains 9500 events with ~3 visible prongs and some 
25; ,000 2.-prorg events. Of these 2-pc~zg Cveilts, abont 20,000 are Ehabha scat- 

tey.-ings alld around 15Ot-j are quhntiii~~-electrod2-namic p-p& pro&&ion. In rr,ost 

Bhabha scattering and p-pair production, the planes defined by each final state 

particle and the beam direction are coincident, i.e., the events are coplanar. 

Radiative.corrections can make these events a-coplanar, but tbe cross section , 

decreases rapidlv vvitil increasing coplanarity ,>:~glo. To eliminate most Bhabha 

and p-pair events, \vve require %-prong events tc have a coplanarity angle 120’. 

This cut leaves about 2500 of the original 23,900 events. . . 
r 



The sample is further reduced by momentum cuts and certnin geometric 

restrictions ” A p-meson must have a minimum momentum of 590 MeV/c to 

reach the muon chambers. Since we do not n-ant to be at the edge of the range 
.cutoff, we require all ~-candidate prongs to have plG50 MeV/c. In addition, at 

low momentum the shower counters are not very effective.in discriminating be- 

tween electron and hadrons. For simplicity we require the e-candidates also to 

have ~1650 MeV/c. We also make certain geometric cuts requiring candidate 

events to have both tracks within the central 90% of the shower counters and to 

be aimed toward the efficient area of the muon chambers. All these cuts reduce 

the sample of X-prong events to 5 13. 
These event.s are listed in Table VII. The events are classified there accord- 

ing to total charge, the nllmber of associated photons (shower counters hit other 

than the two hit by charged particles), and the computer particle classification: 

e, p, or hadron (h) , The ep events in Cclnmn 1 stand out as having a pattern 

different from the other types of evenis. These ep events can not come from 2- 
photon processes: 

e- +--I-- 
ee -+eepp . (17) 

~ 
for &is process should yield ‘the same numbers of eg events with charge-0 and 

with charge-:!. 

We now need to evaluate the bac1qrour.d azxpected in the ep column from 

various kinds of particle misidentification. We have determined the hadron mis- 
identification probabilities from a study oi the multiprong events, and lepton 

nisidentificstion pr&abilities from the study of a large number of cople~ar 

Dyhabha an& +pair events. In detcr&nicg the hadron misidentification 

prnhnhi 1-i fi PR ------ ---- , we a.sgy~e that al] trsch in the 1 3 prong events are in fact 

hadrons . If there are real 111u0n.e and electrons in this smple (not from 

ordinary hadron decay) , UB are ovel’~s tizatiw? the tisidantificafion pro-bzbiiity 

these probabilities we weight tne zoxxntm distribution of the hzOrons to 

correspond to the nonentm distribution observed in the ue events. The 

misidentificsi;io:~ probabil~ities are &ven in Table VIII. 



From thzse misidentification probabilities, we evaluate the number of back- 

ground ,ue events expected, and find 

1) 0 e%tra photons, 4.7 h 1.2 background (24 events seen), 

2) 1 extra photon, 5.6 S= 1.5 background ( 8 events seen), 

3) - > 2 extra photons, 8.6 + 2.0 background ( 8 events seen). 
The calculated background agrees with the number of pe events seen with 2 1 

photon, but is very much smaller than Ihe number of events seen with zero pho- 

tons. There is clearly an anomalous pe signal. 

The background can also be evaluated with less statistical accuracy using 

only the events of Colunnn 1 of Table VII. This method gives 7.9 i 3 background 

events, still leaving the anomalous ep signal. , 
There is one further background check, which is more qualitative than qaan- 

titative. In the Z/J’ decay, we have about 75,000 events involving hadronic decays 

other than to the +. Because of the large cross section of the $1, these events 
were obtained in a relatively small integrated luminosity. The number of ep 
events found in this sample is consistent with the background calculated as 

described above. If there wer e some subtle background effect in multihadron 

events, one might expect it to show up in this very large sample of hadronic 

decays. 
Data at all energies are treated as described above for 4.8 GeV. The re- 

sulting cross section is sho?:n in i: ire =. 20. The obserT.*ed cross section is p!ott.ed 

with no corrections for geometric acceptnncc or for the kinematic cuts made. 

These corrections cannot be determined without a knowledge of the origin of the 

events. 

We can examine variotis angular and momentum correlations and distribu- 

tions to seek further clues to the origin of these events. The simplest such cor- 
*nlofinn ic thP invnri2.nt mass of the eu svstem vs the missing mass recoiiing LYLUI-G-. -- ---- -__. _.- . - - 
against the system. This is shown for the 4.8 GeV data in Fig. 21. We can see 
a brn~d cn:-end oh the eu mass and in the missing mass which tells US only that - --- -A-- ----- 
the ep combina Son does not come from the decay of what would be a very peculiar 

b.oson and that at least two carticies escape detection. 

Figure 22 shows the distribution of collinearity angles between the e’s and 

~‘9 for three center-of-mass energy regions. The curves represent the expected 

distributions including the effects of our cuts, for the reaction 

k -t e- -+u+tu- , 
U-e+X; or p+x ) 
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where X represenis one or mure neutral particles. For example, if U were a 
heavy lcpton, X might be b/o neutrinos; while if U were a boson, X might he one 

neutrino or% neutrino plus I<’ L’ The solid curve in Fig.22 represents the 
expected-distribution‘for the 3-body decay of a 1.8 GeV mass heavy lepton via a 

WA interaction. The spins of the lepton pair are assumed to be uncorrelated. 
Tlhe dotted curve represents the Z-body decay of a 1.9 GeV mass boson. No 
sharp conclusion cam be drawn from this figure: at best there is a mild prefer- 

ence for the 3-body decay. 

Figure 23shows the momenta of all of the e Is and y’s vs the center-of-mass - 
energy at which the events mere found. The curves on the graph indicate the 
maximum possible momentum for a lepton coming from a T; particle decay, 

assuming that the neutral masses are zero. The data betxeen 3.8 and 4 GeV 
might seem to rule out I! masses above 1.8 GeV, but this is aot the case. A 
glance at the cross section graph (Fig. 20) shows that the data in this energy in- 
terval are only one standard deviation above the feedthrough background, and 

these events could easily be a bac!;oround fluctuation. Since all of the back- 
ground events are incluied in Fig. 23, tt-e can say v:i’;h r-a” - ,,sonable ccr”Cnty only 
that the U mass should be less than -2.1 GeV. 

We can look in mc:: e d&tail at the distributions in momentum. To do this we 
. - need a way to combine runs taken at different center-of-mass energies and there- 

fore we define a parameter 

(19) 

where p is the momentum of the lepton in C-e?/c and p,, is the maximum possible 

momentum a lepton can have irom a U-particle decay. Figure 24sho\vs the C&S- 

t+hllfion of fhe leptons s ,c for three ener??’ bands. .*_Y..- -- ‘The parameter pm,, is that 

for a 1.8 GeV mass particle. The solid and dotted curves are calculated for a 

Q hndv V-A decay and !or a Z-body decay, respectively. u-u ” -- The data mildly favors 

a S-body decay, but even +&is conci~zsion is somewhat sensitive to the choice of 

U mass: using 2.1 Ge.V rather than 1.8 GeV makes the L~~~~.,, Bhnina of the 3-body 

dtiaj! over the Z-body decay less compelling. 

The energy dependence of the observed cross, section also does not help to 

distinguish between different types of U ;jarticles. The data can b3e fit equally 

well with the i/S dependence e:<pected for a heavy lepton, the l/S dependence 

that might be expected for a pseudoscalar boson, or the l/S2 dependence that 

might be expected for a vector boson. 
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We have bogu systematically to go through the data searching for p 

events with other charged particles or photorfi associated with the muon 

and ele&ron tracks. The presence of absence of such events can tell us 

about the origin of the p events.already discussed. For example, if we 

hypothesize we are pbserving the reaction 

e+ + e- + u+ + u- , (20) 

and that a U is a heavy lepton, the p events will arise from the pu,ureYLy 

leptonic decays 

ha) 

(21b) 

Semileptonic decays are of the form . 

U --ib L!! + hadrocs . (2.2) 

Since serx&ptonic'Zecays have no moI; or electron in the final St-ate, we 

should not find 1~ events In asscciation k+th extra charged particles or 

photo=. 

The situation is quite different if U is a hadron (a charmed particle, 

for exZmple). Iii that Cti.Se , we can have purely leptonic decays, anch as 

u*-+p+w ; 

semileptonic decays+ such as 

Uk -+ 1-k + t/+ hadrons ; 

(23? 

(24) 

aad non-leptoric decays, such as 

i + * hadrom . (25) 

Reaction (24) gives g events with otter particles. In addition, if U is a 

hadron, we also expect 

+ e + e- --lp U+ + U- + hadrons (26) 

as 
to be as large/or laxger t,han reaction (20) when we are a reasonable distance 

above threshold . 
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Table IX shors what the cornydk~ Calls pe events classified according 

to the total number .of charged particles (including the p and e) and the 

number rf extra y-rays. In each box the number of events seen is 

indicated in the upper left while the expected bac!rground is indicated in 

the lower right. (Th e number of p events with no extra particles or 

y-rays is slightly different from the number in the analysis of the cross 

section for the cuts made here are slightly different.) There is no 

significant excess above background except for the p events without extra 

associated particles. Summing all the entries in the charge-0 section of 

the table except the 2-prong no-y, and subtracting the background, we find 

p + something 5 N(p+) = 37+21, (27) 

as compared to the number with no extra particles, 

p + nothing z N(p) = 49+8. (28) 

These numbers are consistent rrith heavy lcpton Froduction and decay. 

Tne cross section for reaction (26) is expected to be zero in this case, 

while the cross section for (20) is expected to be equal to the ppair 

production cross section a few hundred EeV above threshold. If the LJ is 

a heavy lepton, we can estimate the leptonic branching fraction to be 

about lr;": each to (e + neutrinos) and (p + neutrinos). 

the Fdre leptonic and sbmileptsnic decay modes. We shall first assume 

that all the 13 events come from the decay of a pair of mesons with very 

small pure-leptonic decay modes (such as the charmed D or F), SO that 

all the w events with no extr a Iarticlcs ccme from the semileptoric decays 
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where the other particles escape the detector. We can then compute the 

expected ratio N(p)/E<p+). To do this we need to specify the semileptonic 

decay mo;es and the ratio of cross sections for (20) and (26). He can get 

an upper bound by assuming that the cross section for reaction (26) is zero, 

and that all semileptonic d.ecays are 

Irk -9 p+af+K*, (29) 

for tlSs decay mode gives th, 0 largest probability of missing the extra 

particles of all possible semileptonic decays. The K? decays 5C$ of the 

tim to p$ .? i.hich will not be seen in the detector, and 5C$ of the time 

to I$. All the < decay products hill be missed about lG$ of the time. 

In this case 9 N(pe)/T?(pei) should be,l-l/2. Given N(p) = 49 2 8.5, 

we expect N(pe+) 2 95 & 17, Chile we observed 37 2 21. Ve conclude that 

particles like the charmed D or F with very small pure-leptonic branching 

fractions are not zlkely to be the source of the p events. 

If we hypothesize a hadron u5t.h roughl;r eq;lal lentonic and semileptonic 

decay modes (the D* and P, for example), the situation is more complicated, 

The relative detection efficiencies for the leptons from the pure-leptonic 

ad sediep"iohiC ~~CSJ; modes wiii depend on the dpamics of the semileptsric 

decay. To get some idea of srhat we might expect, ye shall ignore this 

difference and furtner assume that the cross section for (26) equals the 

cross section for (2oj. This probably underestimates the cross section 

for (26) except near threshold. If v ,- make the same analysis as above, ie., 

assuming ail semile?tcnic decays are aVKot we find again 

IJ(j.,le)/~(~4.) $3 l/2. Thus, charmed particles like the D* and F+ CELTI 

probably also be ruled out as the origin of the pe events, although this 

conclusion is not as strong as in the previcus paragraph becmse of the , 

problem of detection efficiencies. 
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Finally, t'nere is one bit of evidence that ccomes from the I&ryland- 

Pavia-Princeton group (XW) which also worked at S?I?JP,. 18 This group 

used a r;?lngle-arm spectrometer k3th a muon identifier and had in addition 

a nearly-4x system of tracking chambers surrounding the SWAR interaction 

region. They looked for muons in associaticn with other charged'tracks. 

There are S&o classes of events: those with a particle in the spectrometer 

and 12 extra prongs in the tracking chambers, and those with a particle 

in the spectrometer and only one extra prong. The minimum momentum in 

the spectrometer was 1.05 GeV/c. In toe class >:ith 2,2 extra prongs, 

they have 73 events, and 2 of them give a muon signature. They expect 5 

background events from pion decay and In~ch-thro-ugh. There is therefore 

no signal in ihis cl,a~3. In the class of events with only one extra 

charged particle, there are 13 events, 211 of which have ‘a muon in the 

spectrometer. (The cop‘ Ianarity and colinearity cuts are described in their 

PCPBT. 1 Tine background is estimsted to be 3 events from radiative~~pair 

production, and me from hadron decay and punch-through. There does seem 

to be a signal in this class. The XX? results also hint that the source 

of the muons is more likely to be a hca\y lepton decay than a hadron decay, 

for the mean charged-particle multiplicity for lepton decay is about l-l.5 

while that for hcdron decay is about 2- 2.5. 

I can summarize the situation as follows: 

(1) &~r~tJS ::iJ"h a ~TJQ*Q wxd 3.n ejestr~n ad r.0 extrc ch9rged particies 

exist. Oniy about 2$ of the events can be explained as background. 

(2) The momentm spe*+--rt vuA~ of the leptons and their coiincarity angle 

distribution both favor a >body decay as the source of the p events, 

although neither a 2-body decay no r a mixture of 2- and 3-body decays is 

completely excluded. 

(5) Tlhe tbrcshoid for the ~2 events lies betrgeen 3.8 and 4 GeV c.m., 

i,p,yirg that the ma.39 of the parent particle is l-g- 2 Ge'J. *l-4 1 
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(4) The energy dependence of the observed be cross section dJ.dly 

favors l/S. 
- 

(5) The search for p events with associated y-rays or hadrons appears 

to exclude the >body semileptonic decay of a hadron as a source of the p 
pseudoscalar 

events. This implies that' / charmed-particle production and decay have 

nothing to do with the p events. The states involved cannot be D or F. 

(6) The same type of analysis es in (5) indicates that the D" and F+ 

are also unlikely sources for the p events. Nore work needs to be done 

on detection efficiency calculations before this point can be made more 

shmply. 

(7) KPP multiplicity data indicate a low charged-particle multiplicity 

amociatcd with thcx c!ser;ed muons. 

(s) u d-'- cIba are consistent kith the hypothesis that the iti events 

come from the decay of the pair of heavy leptons. Whiie hadron production 

and decav are not completely ruled out, " it bccones iccreasir@y unlikely as 

the anal~is proceeds. 

(9) If the U is a heavy lepton, the branching fraction is 1% each to 

&at is needed xm is acre data t&en with different kinds cf apparatus 

group is back at S?ZZ and is now taking more data, and the DhSP and PLUTO 

spectrometers at IXSY have begun to study these anomalous lepton evznk. 

BoDefully, we can understand the ori~gin of these phenomena during the * 

coming year. 
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TABLE I 

Properties of the P-particles a3 obtained from fit to cross sections 

aHad' y+ and aeg* ElTOi-3 accounted for: (a) statistical, (b) 15s 

timer-tainty on hdron efficiency, (c> 100-keV setting error in ES, 

(d) 2$ point-t a-point errors, uxorrelated, (e) $ lminosity 

nomalization. 

Property 

3.095 & 0.004 GeV 3.6S4~ 0.005 GeV 

1 -- l-- 

4.8 A.- 0.6 -xeT,r 2.2 LL 0.3 keV 

59 k-14 keV 220 ~56 keV 

69 &X5. keV 225 ~-56 keV 

0.069 &0.039 0.0097~0.0016 

0.86 ;t o,c2 0.987_&0.003 

1.00 LO.05 C.89 ZLO.16 
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Decay nodes of the ~(XXS) 

Branching ratio Nmber af events 
K0d.e -cI 00 Observed 

Cements 
-- 

+- 
ee 

4P-- 

PX 

2x+ 2TL- 

2x+ 2x- x0 

32 3t- 

3x* 3it- no 

4x+ 4x- no 

l-L+lt-K+K- 

27x+ 2x- I:+K- 

*y%& 

KOKO"(892) 

I? KT"(892) 

K°Ko*(1420) 

Is%?i1420) 

6.9 bO.9 

6.9 & 0.9 

1.3 AC.3 

0.4 ~0.1 

4.0 Al.0 

0.4 LO.2 

2.9 iko.7 

0.9 10.3 

0.4 2 0.2 

0.3 LLo.1 

< 0.02 

0.24~ 0.05 

0.31zL0.07 

< 0.19 

< 0.19 

rv 2000 

/v 2000 

153kt.3 

76~ 9 

675-k 40 

32~ 7 

181~26 

13k 4 

83~18 

. . . . . 

14+ 5 -/ - 

82 f-- 20 

87 AL 3Q 

. . . . . 

. . . . . 

> 7G$ of ?L+*-Tc" 

. . . . . 

i 
2c$ w 7t+it- 
M pmi 

. . . . . 

. . . . . 

. . . . . 

i 
not including 

K++(892j I;+14201 

. . . . . 

gC$ confidence litit 

. . . . . 

. . . . . 

g@ confidence litit 

-I - . 9*\0 confiaence u.mit 

gO$ confidence limit 

. . . . . 

ase*ng 
fjbr jG5’1 + cos2$ 

et... 

preliminary 

. . . . . 
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TABLE III 
4\ 

Decay I”lodt?n of the +(;684) 

Modes Branch&g Eatio ($) Cements 

+- 
ee 

p+Lfk 

0.97 .iz 0.x 

0.97 f 0.16 I , 

pe universality 
assumed 

y (3ioo) anything 57~8 . . . . . 

jq3100) n+x- 32, 4 these decays are included 

pq3100) q" 422 3 
in the fraction for 
9 f anything 

< 0.1 * . . . . . 

27? 2x-x0 0.35 d= 0.15 . . . . . 

Pi; 0.04 rto.02 . . . . . 
&.f-&- wo.o5 e.... 

Xb410~ y 7A3 ass'w~es isotropic 
y a?g~l.ar distri';;utlan 

* gC$ confideoco limit based 03 a prclltinaxy anaiysis 



Table IV 

Results of the search for narrow resonances. Upper limits 
+(9Oy$ confidence ievel) for tile radiatively corrected integrated 

cross section of a possible narrow resonance. The width of 
this resonance is assumed to be small compared to the mass 
resolution. 

30 

Mass Rsrge 

(GeV) 

Limit on 
I @H dEc.m. 

(nb MeV) 

3.20 -3.50 970 
3.50 - 3.69 780 
3.72 -4.00 850 
4.00 -4.40 620 , 
4.40 -4.90 580 
4.90 -5.40 760 
5.40 -5.90 so0 
5.90 -7.60 450 

f?Fcinmary of the masses, widths, arezs, and coupkgs to 
the e+e- systems c 

Mass r 
tot J ,(T dE* re+e- 

pev, i (MC?V) (rib-c&V) (keV) 

3.1 0.069 .10.4 4.8 
3.7 0.225 3.7, 2.2 
3.95 60. O-35 0.2 
4.1 2@ 2.5 1.S 
4.4 40 0.25 0.2 



- Table VI 

product branching fractions in % for various decay modes of the intermediate 
states x and PC. 

Decay mode XFW x(353Oj - PC 

4n* 0.14 f 0.07 0.2 f 0.1 7 
67r* -0.1 -0.2 ? 

z-n-K+K- - 0.07 -0.05 ? 
Tj7r- or K+K 0.13 -r- 0.05 < 0.027 i <0.02? 

rJI < 0.5 ? 3.6 f 0.7 

Table VII 

2-prong events at Ecm= 4.8. pl and p2 2 .65 GeV, Ocoplanar 2 20’. 

Total Charge 0 Total Charge 2 
Extra Shower Counts Extra Snower Counter 

0 1 22 0 1 22 -.-.i-- 
ee 40 111 55 0 1 0 
eP 24 8 8 .O 0 3 
l-v 16 15 6 0’ 0 0 
eh 20 21 32 2 3 3 

Ph 17 14 31 4 0 5 

hh 14 10 30 10 4 , 6 
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Table VIII 
CI 

ParM.cle misideniiSca,tion probabilities. 

P (h - e) .a.18 i-O.01 
P (h - cc) 0.20 + 0.01 _ 
p (e + 11) 0.056 + 0.Oi.O 
P (e - II) 0.011+ 0.002 
P@ - 11) 0.08 *O.Ol 
PO(-e) <O.Ol 

TABLE IX 

h,l.l pe events claz33ified e.ccoria.., *'no to the total zuz&er of visible 

tracks, the iwuber of photo;ls detected, acid the charge of the p 

system. In each box, the number at the upper left is the events 

fomd, while that at the lower right is the expected bnckgrowd. 

&-lzkEr 
of 

AQ = 0 

tracks 
OY 2lY 

T 
I.. 

..i-. 
I, 
- 

AQ = 2 

OY 
I 

4 I 
I 

3 1 -__--.- - 

10 j 
1 

12 1 
4 

18 

17 
_ .______~ 

12 

10 
- 

,lY 

4 

4 
-. 

44 

39 
-. _. --~ 

95 

35 --..-__-____ 

81 

76 
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1. E&plod4 view of the ~~~ssetic detector. 

2,. ScheStic e&-view of the wetic detector. 

3. Total cross section for e+e- to ba?rorxs. 

4. Retio of the kpair cross section to the Bhabha cross section,in the 

region of the # (a) and p ’ (b) resonances. Tne solid curves are 

the expected shapes for l- resonances interferix with the QEB I,“pair 

pro&&ion. The dashed curves are for no interference. 

5. The front/back zssjz%etry in b bpsir prodxtion in the region of the 

4’/ (a) and $j ’ (b) resonances. 

6. The ratio of the ratios of hadron to bb,bpair proc?uction on esd 0 ff the 

Y rezonanc9 for varicm x&eTcj of piom in t’k firnl e”La?x. &.-.a. Y 

?. Fine scan of tofai cross section from c.m. ener,T of 3.2 to 7.7 GeV. 

,8. Toll hadronic cross section vs c.m. energy, including results to Sqtember - 
X975.. The radiative tails of the $ resonances have been subtracted. 

‘;r, R.s c.m. energj-, \Vltii she hIa Of Fig., 5. 

10. R on an expanded scale covering the 3-5 GeV region. The open circles are 

from Ref. 6,. and the solid circles include data up to the time of the l?hoton 

Cknference. 

11. A fxther espansion of the energy scale fcr R, incluiling the most recent da&a 

of Gctober an.d November 1975. 

12. The photon detection efficiency in the pair spectrometer made assumiq 

ai &OtxQpic piiotoli aigi&j.r &i$.tribution w-6 ; cosd i 0.6. 

13. Inclusive y speck-m (a) from p ’ decay, and (b) fron fk’ decqr. 

14. Dimuon mass distribution for c.m. energy equal io the $’ mass. The upper 

peak is the direct, $1 de’cay to two muons plus +lhe QED p-pair production, 

while the lower peak is from the cascade decay $J’ - $ with the $ decaying 

iidn:two muons. 

15. The rli, mass distribution as observed in the decay z+/J’ - z+!q~. The curves are 

explhined ia the text. 

16. Scatter plot of the two solutions for the mass of intermediate states in 

2p” - @e+e-. 

17. (Missing massI recoiling against the $ before and after subtrac?i_on of 

Ip’ - lprn. 
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.I.& Invariant hadron mass distributions for the constrained fit of $I - y + hadrons. 

The hadron systems are (a) 47r, (b) 67r, (c) n?rKK, (d) the sum of r+r- and 

K+K-. 

19. Energy level diagram of the new states. 

20. The observed cross section for the pe events. 

21. Distribution of the Fe (invariant mass):! 2 (missing mass):! for the data at 

E*=4.8.GeV. 

.22. Distribution of cos Ocol for three different c.m. energy intervals. The 

curves are explained in the text. 

23. Distribution of p, and pP for all ep events. The curves are upper limits on 

p, or pc( for the ind’tcated U masses in GcV/c’. These Iimits are the same 

for Z-body and 3-body decay provided all neutral masses are zero. 

24, The distribution in p for three intervals .of c.m. energy. The solid and 

dotted curves are explained in the text. 
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